a matter of national importance.
A certificate of classification issued by a registration society is a guarantee that the vessel so classed is properly constructed, equipped and engined. Such a certificate assures the insurance underwriter and the owner as well that the seaworthiness of the vessel is indeniable and that its construction, equipment and power characteristics are in accordance with the requirements of the classification society.
Therefore the risk peculiar to an inferior construction, engine and equipment is eliminated and only the hazards common to sea service remain to be considered. The result therefore of building to the rules and survey of a classification society, in so far as providing for and obtaining a proper construction, equipment and engine goes, is the assurance that the lives of those who travel by sea in vessels properly certified, and the vessels themselves with their cargoes, are to that extent safe guarded and thus become national assets.
Purpose of Classification.
The avowed purpose of all societies for the registration of vessels is to class them in 92 accordance with their degrees of strength and seaworthiness, with proper regard, on the one hand for the safety of life and property, and on the other to obtain the necessary strength and sea going qualities without impairing the earning power of the vessels by requiring them to carry around for their lifetimes, unnecessary weights of structure that reduce the cargo carrying capacities. A moral obligation rests upon the classification society, as the owner's representative, to prevent the incorporation of unnecessary weights in a vessel, there-by assuring a vessel of the maximum earning capacity, combined with satisfactory strength. Before classification societies established rules for the design and dimensions of hull, equipment and engine, vessels were built from experience gained, by a long series of observations of vessels built from prototypes, with features characteristically bad eliminated.
Metal Construction Simplifies Classification.
Up to the last century all vessels' hulls were of wood and the motive media sails..
With the advent of metal hulls and steam propulsion, ship designers were able to regard the hull as a girder, thus approximating the stresses brought upon the floating vessel, and design the motive power more nearly to accord with the resistance to be overcome. To arrange scantlings to meet such stresses and engines of adequate horsepower became the study of naval architects and marine engineers, the general principles involved being well known and carefully considered in any standard arrangement of scantlings and engines.
Resulting from such investigations, combined with long sea experience, tables and rules have been prepared by the classification societies which insure that vessels built in accordanc there-with will have the required strength to successfully meet the varying conditions of ocean traffic.
History.
On April 22, 1862, sixty years ago, the legislature of the state of New York incorporated the American Shipmaster's Association, the incorporators being well known in shipping and marine Insurance fields. with foreign registration societies in order to enlarge its operations and usefulness.
Decline of American Shipping.
Before It must be recognized that the Bureau had to contend with foreign registration societies, some over a century and a half old, whose growth had been marked by affiliation with insurance and salvaging companies which gave them a commanding position in maritime affairs. It must also be recognized that but six years has elapsed since the American Bureau of Shipping began to strengthen its forces and affiliations and to make faithful and accurate classification of vessels and registry of merchant ships, contributory to the development of the mercantile marine of the United States of America.
Record and Rules.
The Record as new compiled is a compendium of the general characteristics of the vessels admitted, in which are given the vessel's name and official number, the signal letters ; the material of which the vessel is constructed, the number of bulkheads and decks whether vessel is built with double bottom or not ; whether fitted with wireless outfit and submarine signal apparatus ; the hailing port ; the registered dimensions ; the gross and net tonnage ; when built and by whom ; the owners ; the particulars of engines, boilers and propellers and the class of the vessel are given ; so that by referring to the Record the general information concerning any vessel is at once obtainable.
The Rules contain requirements for hull, engines and equipment, also tables containing scantling dimensions for vessels of typical lengths, breadths and depths.
Alliances with Foreign Societies
Following the alliance with the British Corporation, one of the same nature was made with both the Imperial Japanese Marine Corporation and with the Registro Italiano. It Outlook and Forecast.
One of the most important features of a classification society is that its surveyors shall be men in whom the shipowner, the shipbuilder and underwriter have confidence as to their experience, judgment and technical knowledge. From the increase of the Bureau, it is apparent that the Bureau, by the process of selection and elimination, is acquiring a staff with the desired qualifications. The technical committee of the Bureau is headed by no less an authority on hull construction than Admiral D. W. Taylor, U. S. Navy, than whom no expert speaks with greater weight on matters of construction and design. There 98 is much to be accomplished by the Bureau in strengthening ifs forces and making affiliations for appraisals of damages and salvaging, but the record of the last six years argues well that these matters will be fully and ably dealt with. The American Bureau of Shipping has awakened to its opportunities and is strengthening its forces and enlarging its borders to meet the revival of interest in the merchant marine of the United States.
There can be no doubt that it is the patriotic duty of American Shipowners, underwriters and builders to aid and encourage the Bureau in its efforts to build up an organization which, with its affiliations, shall be second to none in the world in the service rendered in classing, surveying, appraising, underwriting and salvaging vessels owned by the shipping interests of America. If we are to have a prosperous growing merchant marine, we must also have an American Classification society, capable of rendering aid of the best class to every phase of the Shipping industry.
After Word.
All classification societies, however different their origins and how widely separated their home offices, must function similarly and should maintain like organizations, any differences being due to local national and commercial conditions, but the Imperial Japanese Marine Organization and the American Bureau of Shipping have more than most in common.
Both organizations were born many years ago but laid more or less quiescent after incorpora- 
